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This single-direction Spanish to English dictionary allows you to look up words instantly while

reading on your Kindle*. Revised and updated to cover all the latest vocabulary, the seventh edition

of HarperCollins Spanish-English College Dictionary is an ideal e-reading companion for

intermediate to advanced learners. It draws on Collinsâ€™ unique databases of Spanish and

English to ensure that you have the most complete and accurate picture of real language available

today.â€¢ Set this book as your Kindle's default dictionary*, and you can look up words without

interrupting your reading experience. Simply move the cursor in front of a Spanish word, and a quick

English translation will pop up on screen. â€¢ For more detailed study needs, open the dictionary

and type in a word to view the full range of translations and idiomatic expressions offered. â€¢

Contains all the latest vocabulary from a wide range of fields, with special feature entries about life

and culture in Spanish-speaking countries.â€¢ Includes more than 255,000 references and

translations.â€¢ Example sentences, usage information, and detailed translation notes ensure you

select the right translation. â€¢ Spanish verb entries contain hyperlinks to key verb conjugations.â€¢

The in-depth treatment of complex words, practical tips on spoken and written Spanish, and

extensive coverage of Latin American Spanish make this dictionary the ideal tool for intermediate to

advanced students.â€¢ Note that this volume contains the Spanish to English portion of

HarperCollins Spanish College Dictionary. For the English to Spanish section, please purchase the

companion Vol 1 English-Spanish (ASIN B0052ZQL9W).*Fully compatible with Kindle Voyage,

Kindle Paperwhite, Kindle, Kindle Fire with Fire OS 4.0+, Kindle Keyboard, Kindle Touch, Kindle DX,

Kindle for Android (version 4.0+), and Kindle for iPad/iPhone (version 4.0+). Default dictionary

feature is not supported on Kindle Fire 1st/2nd generation, Kindle for Mac, or Kindle for PC.
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Best Sellers Rank: #118,059 Paid in Kindle Store (See Top 100 Paid in Kindle Store)   #5 inÂ Kindle

Store > Kindle eBooks > Foreign Languages > Spanish > Obras de Consulta   #21 inÂ Kindle Store

> Kindle eBooks > Reference > Dictionaries & Thesauruses > Kindle Default Dictionaries   #24

inÂ Kindle Store > Kindle eBooks > Foreign Languages > Spanish > Lengua, LingÃƒÂ¼ÃƒÂstica y

RedacciÃƒÂ³n

*** UPDATE: 5/11/2012For the Kindle Touch, the problem described below and in other reviews

where certain classes of conjugated verbs are not recognized has been fixed in software version

5.1.0 and all of the examples I give below are now handled correctly. It is worth stressing that this

problem was a Kindle Touch software problem, not a problem with the Harper-Collins dictionary

itself. I still maintain this is the best and most thorough Spanish-English translation dictionary for

Kindle that I have seen and therefore I am changing my rating to 5 stars. I highly recommend this

dictionary, but do be sure to update your Kindle Touch software to the latest version (go to Kindle

Support, Kindle Software Updates on the  website). I must also commend the dictionary e-publisher,

Intangible Press, for their attention to this issue and pursuing it with  to ensure that a fix was

included in the Kindle software update.*** END OF UPDATE All in all, this is a very good dictionary

and the best spanish-english dictionary I've seen that integrates with the Kindle (but not supported

for Kindle Fire or Kindle apps). It is relatively comprehensive, although not as thorough as some

printed dictionaries. It includes important modismos (slang expressions), with example usage in the

definitions. This is useful when reading an expression that seems not to make much sense since

pressing what you would guess is the key word in the expression to bring up its definiton usually

allows you to find the appropriate modismo, although you are likely to have to display the full

definition and look for it (the price of comprehensiveness and completeness).
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